DESIGNER SERIES
CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS

SIZE AND SHAPE
The Wood Stone Designer Series can be built in custom shapes, sizes and options (see the Designer Created section on the next page), or you can choose from a growing collection of ready made designs and configurations that have already been engineered and proven. See our rectangular WS-DS2-6348 and WS-DS2-7248 for two examples. Highlighted below are different functional configuration choices for the WS-DS2-7248.

CONFIGURATIONS FOR RECTANGULAR DESIGNER SERIES OVENS
The Wood Stone Designer Series oven is available in three functional configurations:

- **Stone Hearth Only**
  - Maximize hearth capacity.

- **Broiler | Stone Hearth**
  - Expand versatility.

- **Broiler | Broiler**
  - Maximize broiler capacity.

DESIGNER MODIFICATIONS

- **Door Configurations**
  - Doorway options to enhance presentation and complement your design and workflow.

- **Air-Cooled Viewing Windows**
  - An attractive multi-layered view window for use with select models.
DESIGNER SERIES
CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS

DESIGNER CREATED

It starts with one question: What’s your vision?
From sketch to realization, Designer Created ovens are original creations that capture your vision, with Wood Stone performance and durability built in. Let’s partner to bring your ideas to realization. Send us your design/drawings or call to discuss!

ADDITONAL CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Did you know?...

There are several ways to customize “standard” Wood Stone oven models (Fire Deck Series, Mountain Series and Bistro Line). Options will vary per oven model.

You can find additional information on the various options at the page locations below:

• Facade Extensions, page 34
• Stucco, page 114
• Facade-Ready, page 115
• Powder Coat Finish, page 115
• Air-Cooled Viewing Window, page 116
• Double Door ovens, pages 23 & 38

Design Inspiration

For design inspiration, visit our online photo gallery to view customer installations images based on facade type.
http://woodstone-corp.com/resources/oven-design-installation/gallery

WARNING
Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov